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F0REXG1Ï FUME AID TBAD E UNIONS IN KENYA

1. Remarks on "the method used in the following paper:

the mar;:ist theory.

1. In 13;8, only a few weeks before the outbreak of the
German bourgeoisies'o revolution against the still absolutely
reigning sovereigns in the German states. Mam and Engels

completed their programme for the "lommunistischen Bund".
In it they elaborated their theory of the dynamic forces in
the history of men.

2. In this "Manifest der Xommunistichen Partoi" they

stated that all societies in the past had been class societies
and that the struggle between these classes worked as the

major force to develop human societies. The differing knowledge
of how to explore natural and human resources and the confli¬
cting interests of how to use these resources are the main
contents of this class struggle. Furthermore, that class is
successful which has access to the most advanced means to

control and exploit nature for the benefit of men. It is
through the control of knowledge this class fights to become
the dominant force in society and in so doing to destroy

set by the previous ruling class. By this,
md Engels saw that the human history did not only

economic, social and political structures, but also
rat class struggle led to the development of a more differe¬
ntiated and sophisticated model of production based on an

increasingly rational theory.

3. This understanding of history also gives the analytical
means to ouaminc the now existing societies as class societies.
(1) .'Jithin - these societies certain interests are conflicting
with one another. These interests however are not merely

controversial, but to a certain cartont, they c::elude one anothe
They are according to Mao-"antagonistic". To overcome them
an forceful, perhaps armed struggle against the oppressing
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class is necessary.(2)
. Because marxists don't deny this need of militancy

they are often regarded to be unauman and detrimental to

progress and development. But this, of course, is a partial
and non-scientific statement, because militancy and violence
was used in the past and is used today by the ruling class,
too. To speak of a harmonious society is a mere illusion.

This, however, docs not mean, that violence cannont be mini¬
mised. And as is probably well-known .Marx and Sngels thought
the society which would follow capitalism the socialist soci¬
ety as an higher developed social formation based not on an

authoritarian and repressive power structure, but on the
principle of solidarity. They therefore called this society

classless. A classless society, however, does neither mean

paradise nor utopia. It only means the formation of a democ¬
ratic society in which the basic human right "all men are

e~ual" will have practically materialised. Mao called contra¬
dictions which might arise in such a society as "non-antago¬
nistic . "

5. From the marxist point of view there is no doubt that

capitalism even nowadays is developing the productive forces,
although one can easily show that this development is always
limited by the interest of maximising profits and not by the

knowledge accumulated by experience and scientific research.
Furtheron, most innovations of economic, social and political
structures in the capitalistic society are introduced only
to the benefit and full awareness of a few people. The

majority of those affected by structural changes are confronted
with the brutal reality to adapt themselves to the new situa¬
tion out of their own efforts and resources, which are poor

due to former exploitation. Certainly, any innovation
includes a moment of violence. It means to give up traditional
habits and values which one normally has not to reflect so

much, because one is used to them. As soon as these traditions
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aro out into ruection, identity problems arise•
6. This is a problem faced, in particular, by those
countries which now enter the period of primitive capital
accumulation on the way of dependent or peripherical capitalism
like Kenya. And within these nations those who are proletaria-

niced, i.e. separated from their traditional means of produc¬
tion and left alone only with the possibility to make their
living by selling their labour, suffer most from this alienation
7. The only personal or political identity offered in the
capitalistic society is to get individually rich. Go, because
of this purely private motivation of any socio-economic process

in the capitalistic bourgeois society there is always a tendency
for crisis, economically, politically, socially. In most cases

they are solved by barbaric means like wars, assassinations,
crimes.(3)
3. Of course this introduction is not meant to give a

detailed report of the marxist theory. The aspects mentioned
are only supposed to mark the methodological background of
what I am going to say in the following about the Kenyan
situation since independence,

1* For Marx and angels in capitalism class formation
is defined by the bourgeoisie as the dominant and the socially

produced wealth consuming class, and the proletariat as the
exploited and wealth producing class.

2# Mao Tsc Tung, Uber den Piderspruch (1939)

in Frankreichj Lenin:
Stadium des Kapitalismus;

3* Gee. Marx, Klassenkaxnpfe
Der Imperialismus also hochstes
Lenin: Staat und devolution.
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2. Capitalistic Industrialisation and tie emergence of
classes in Kenya.
8. Both "forId Jars, in which the European bourgeoisies
tried to divide the world among themselves and to revise the
division respectively resulted in a strengthening of the
national bourgeoisies in Latin America, Asia and Africa.
They also accelerated the struggle for socialist revolutions
in Asian countries like China, Vietnam and Korea. For his-
tori ans it should be a worthwhile task to analyse why in
Africa south of the Sahara there, is no country until now

(except Tanzania and Somalia) which have followed deliberately
an anticapitalistic policy with a socialist perspective.
9. As far as Kenya is concerned, -I shall try to give at
least some hints. Advanced forms of i.e. creation of a.

proletariat and mass production were introduced in Kenya by
the British, (/j.) Colonial administration started in 1095,
•.•/hen Kenya was declared a British Protectorate. Many of the

necessary steps were taken to provide a labour force for the
European settlers by introducing taxes, which had to bo .paid
in cash, and by interdicting Africans to settle outside the
reserves and to produce commodities for the market. Colonial

policy was directed (until, the early fifties) to obtain
labour to satisfy demand from European

enough African /farming and administration,
(b) to preserve subsistence farming in the deserves.

10. Due to an increase of the population in the reserves

from the early 1920's, Africans began to bo forced to migrate.
Further-more, attitudes and structures cf the African Society
in the reserves also began to change, and made the pressure

even stronger. Among the Kikuyus who had reached an embryonic
stage of capitalism before the arrival of the colonialists,(5)
private ownership of land in Kiambu became common and a

"Kikuyu gentry" emerged in the reserves (6) Similar processos

began to happen in other regions. In the ./estera part of

Kenya. Among the Luos and Luhyas the same concentration
process could be noticed where cattle raising was more important
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Big hcrdc "-/ere accumulated ia the hande of only a

few families, the cale of which provided then with desirable

money, to buy manufactured goods. As the economic returns
of agriculture are not as auickly. obtained as cattle raising,
muito a number of the African farme, who could afford it,

children to school, to enable then to find a job✓ - i o o - v

Ln the European money economy. But most of those who ï ,^-Po ï o

-U .

reserves :/ere only able to find seasonal jobs as unskilled
labourers or as squatters on European owned farms.
12. Before the Second .7orld .Jar the opportunities to find
a wape job -wore limited, because there was little industry,

hnilwsy, Bocks, administration, households and small busines-
es, mostly owned by Asians, were the main employers. There
was only one big mining firm, Magadi Soda Company, which
employed more thon IOC workers. Farmers prefered the sruatter

system, which is only a variation of "wage employment, and
one of the crudest forms of exploitation.
13» The Second dor Id .'Jar, however, caused a remarkable
change in the economic structure of Kenya.
"The second world war changed the economy of Kenya almost
beyond compute. The I'lavy, the Amy and the Royal Air Force

spent millions of pounds within the Colony, and it proved
difficult to hoop the consequent inflation within reasonable
bounds. The need to conserve shipping space imposed restrict¬
ions on imports and encouraged the start of various secondary
industries which had found scant opportunity before the war.

Productive capacity, agricultural ports were worked far
beyond the limits for which they -were designed. Reasonable
margins of profit wore restored to farmers who had barely
survived the drought, the locusts and the slumps of the years

between the two world wars The internal consumption of

wheat, naine and all animal products rose far above the pre¬

war level. East Africa's cotton, copra, sisal and pyrethrum,
and almost everything that the land could produce, were repui-
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re I by the Allies." (8')
1/.. This economic boost first of all forced the employed
labour force to 7/0rk harder and to work longer, but it also
meant an increase of Africans who were wape-employed and the
demand kept then longer in employment than usual,
if. So it is not astonishing that their political cons¬

ciousness and their approaches to organise themselves developed
from tribal and racial associations to nationalistic ideas

and trade unionistic consciousness. The new coaciousness led

to the formation of a political body (African Study Union ( 19d-d->
which later became denya African Union. Attempts to form
trade unions, to claim successfully for improved wages and
better conditions of services, was occurring in a society
which -was economically -expanding.
16. In 19''-" a big strike -was organised by the East African
Federation in Mombasa, -among the -workers from the Railways
and Harbours as -well as from the Docks. This strike -was

mainly directedagainst'the discrimination of the African
•workers in regard of their -wages and against the limitations
of jobs available for them. As a spot-light on this discri¬

minatory situation the following figures of reported employ¬
ment and earnings for Private Industry & Commerce (including
domestic service^ shall be "noted.

-NUMBERS EMPLOYED (000c) ESTIMATED ANNUAL DAGS BILL
(III MILLION POUNDS)

AFRICAN 103.9 ' J.3

ASIAN 1.'.. 6 3.7

EUROPEAN 6.0 -3.6
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■7age 31ll

All cash paymeni g including; estimates of employers '
contribution to housing, value of rations and free board.

TA3LE II

Average annual earnings (in £) in the sane sector in 2-94-8
were : -

AR.ICA1J 32

ASIAN 254

europban 600

(9) Statistical Abstracts 1966 tables 147 a & b, and table 10.

17• The Colonial Government became much concerned with
the labour movement which was becoming stronger in particular,
because the national feelings among the African population grew.

In 1949 Trade Unionists wanted to form the East African Trade
Union Congress as an coordinating organisation for all the

existing unions but they were refused registration, and leaders
like Matchan Singh were banished.
18. In the reserves the problem of land shortages became
more and more acute, due to an increase of population. Re¬
leased AFrican soldiers remained unemployed, not so much,
because the economy didn't need more labour, but because the
employers tried to increase productivity and efficiency by

recruiting mainly Asians and Europeans, who were considered
to be more able for skilled labour, although the number of
Africans holding school certificates remarkably increased.
Therefore most of the labourers only stayed in employment
to earn enough money to pay their taxes or to subsidise their
bride price,(10)
19, The Colonial Government 'wholeheartedly supported the
employers' policy in accordance with the needs of Great Britain,
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Since 19/.6/7 "the economy of England had been in a crieis."
British capital urgently needed cheap primary commodities from
its colonies, and was looking to find fields for profitable
investments abroad, because the introduction of a welfare

policy at home which increased the cost of labour.

20. Although there is a complete lack of any research,
employers told me that from the later forties onwards British
businessmen became increasingly interested to invest in Kenya,
especially in large scale farming and food processing industrie
Out of the Asian communities commerce on a wider scale was

developed throughout the country and small scale industry of
consumer goods initiated.
21. The reaction of the African population to this discri¬

minatory policy of the Colonial Government and the employers
wore twofold. On the one hand, at the beginning of 1952, the
militant resistance against European began among the Africans
in the countryside. On the other hand, workers' intention to

organise themselves in trade unions grew remarkably. Most of
the now existing .30 unions in Kenya were founded during the
fifties against strong repugnance on the employers' side.
22. After the-declaration of the State of Emergency, the
Kenya Government tried to maintain its colonial domination by

introducing reforms which aimed to corrrect the underprivileged
situation of Africans. In 1951, a land reform - after the so

called Sv.'i nerton-PIan - was carried out:

"Briefly its objective was to transform Kenya's peasant agri¬
culture from a traditional to a commercial basis by abolishing
communal land tenure - through consolidation of individually
owned holdings] by providing economic incentives - through the
introduction of high-value cash crops] and by achieving a

more economic uso of farm resources - through farm planning
and improved extension Services."

23• At the same time, the Government allowed the formation
of a trade union federation. Only three years after the failur
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of the first attempt, the "Kenya Federation of Registered
Trade Unions" was recognised, played an important role
during the tine of Emergency, especially after it v/ao re¬

organised as "Kenya Federation of Labour" in 1955*
2d. After KAU was banned the unions remained the only

organisations of Africans which were not illegalised. Although
the Government suspected cuite a number of trade unionists
to be Mau-Mau-fightero and put them in jail, it knew very

we11 -that for the smooth running of the economy, it had to
set up a machinery to handle industrial disputes which because
of the rising costs of living became more often. The setting
of disputes workers organisations had to be allowed. Other
means to safeguard European Colonialist power wore .detention
without trial of about 30 000 civilians and the imprisonment
of Jcno Kenyatta. Furtheron there were 11503 "rebels"
killed (against 167 men the security forces and 1877 antago¬
nists of the Mau-Mau-novement).{12)
25. In fact, the majority of the trade unionists concentra¬
ted their activities on their trade union's duties. People
like Tom Mboya who played a role as a politician were the

exception. nevertheless the Government feared the unions
as a. political potential and imposed a number of restrictions
en them, which weakened their financial funds and hindered
their organi0ationnl abilities.

26. It's essential to notice that Emergency did not moan

a hindrance to further capital investment from abroad. Trade
links with countries like South Africa and Rhodesia became

even closer. The great backlash came when Kenya was given
its formal independence i.e. between 1963-05• Kenya signed a

treaty with the Government of the United Kingdom that Euro¬

pean settlers who wished to leave Kenya would receive full

recompense from which they would pay the now African Kenya
Government. Sut in practice the Kenya Government had to
borrow millions of pounds from //estera Countries at an inte-
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:e at /. .5 per cent, not surprisingly there -./ere wide¬
spread rusours that Kenya would turn left and follow a socia¬
list policy.
2,7» These, rumours however, were mere allegations; only
understandable from the tensions between capitalist and
socialist countries after the Second ./orId Jar, and the
complete irrational, even hysterical propaganda in the .'/estera

European countries and the United States against any movement
which .called itself socialist or communist.

28,. Anybody who would have read carefully KANU-Manifesto
of 1963 and the famous Sessional Paper No. 10 from 1965 could
notice that nobody in the Kenya Government was willing to

change the political economic structure of Kenya drastically.
(13)
29. The curriculae vitae of those Africans who were in

power gave guarantees that they would keep along the capitalist
line. To take one example only of this post-independence elite.
Tom Mboy'a, may show that there was no danger of an anti-capi¬
talistic policy.

3G. Mboya started as a trade unionist; as secretary-

general of the Kenya Federation of Registered Trade Unions
he gained a scholarship for training in U.K. During his office
he established good relations between the ICFTU and. the
American trade unions, both well-known for their anti—communist
attitute and never sought contact to any of the socialist
or communist orientated unions in Europe. . Under him as

Minister of Finance and Economie Planning Kenya choose a

deliberate policy, not only to keep foreign investment in
the country, but to invite foreign investors to run the indus¬
trialisation process.

3l« During those years in 1964 there was. one weak attemot
J- %

out ofZlabour movement in Mombasa to start a political move¬

ment based on a class-conscious programme. But this was

brought under governmental control after only a few months.
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32. To sum up "the development before independence, one may-

say that in particular after the Second h/orld lar British
capital was looking to create outlets in Kenya, because of
the welfare policy at home investment was less profitable.

By this-rapid economic growth was achieved in Kenya. Compa¬
ratively good prices for export commodities were reached
and by further immigration of Europeans and Asians with high •

purchasing power, the internal market grew -as well.(14) Cash
incomes of the African population increased, too, whore trade
unions gained a greater bargaining power.

33* Simultaneously, classes evolved. More or less on a

racial basis. Peasantry ani proletariat were formed by the
Africans, petty bourgeoisie, skilled and artisanal labourers
-were recruited among the Asians, commanding posts in industry,
commerce administration held by Europeans and a few Asians who
so represented the bourgeoisie, completely influenced and
impressed by British imperialistic culture.
Post independence :

34♦ The coming of independence didn't mean a drastical
change for Kenya's society. The only remarkable modification
was the fact that political institutions (Parliament) the
administration and somewhat slowlier those corporations under
the direct governmental control (railways, Harbours etc.

were Africanized• This however, only meant, that some African
got the chance to. fill in high ranging and well endowed posts.
Since salaries for these posts were not changed, and nearly
all of those now getting these positions had been educated
in colonial schools and institutions the ideology of indivi¬
dualism and of getting personally rich in the quickest pos¬

sible time gained rapidly momentum among most African poli¬
ticians and civil servants.

35 » Commerce and industry were completely left out of
Xenyanization until the late sixties. -Although there was a

constant and strong pressure from the trade unions, to africa-
nise supervisory and clerical staffs due to -the dominating
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development strategy of the government to rely on foreign

capital investments no solution has been found yet ?/hich is

politically or economically satisfying.
за. The Imperialistic Power of Command: The problem of

Afric aniaation

зб, The political basis for Africanization in foreign
firm has two aspects.. On the one hand, African workers and
their organizations, the trade unions, claimed that their work
should be directed and supervised by Africans. In other

words, they wanted the possibility for Africans to climb up .

the ladder in the internal hierarchy of the firms. On the
other hand, as far as executive posts are concerned, trade
unions have no say, and Africanization of managerial posts
remains to be negotiated between the government and the
international headquarters of these firms.

37. Since the employment of expatriates in commanding

positions is the best visible point to notice foreign domina¬
tion, international corporations tried to brush up their
"public image" by africanising office staffs and non-executive
management positions or those which are most important for
the contacts with the African public (personnel and 'public
relations). The nomination of Africans as directors normally
went hand in hand with a reduction of the executive power ;-f
the position or with the appointment of an expatriate as a

"consultant". The effects of this policy is an even better

integration of Kenyans into the imperialistic system, because
no commanding power was taken from the international firms,
and a few Africans sharing the immense privileges of these
international businessmen were made their strongest "satrapes",

38. Africanisation, although originally a policy of ema¬

ncipation, now proves to be one of the most refined techniques
to maintain capitalistic-bourgeois domination in Kenya because
it never meant anything else than to replace non—Africans
and because no structural change ever was included in it.
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39. Economically, Africanization sometimes became cuite

costly. Europeans ani Asian even if Kenya citizen v/ere rep¬

laced by Africans witn less experience or Qualification•

Although this lack primarily is a result of the deliberate

policy of employers to exclude Africans from learning the
know-how of advanced business and technological techniques,
hardly an attempt is made to overcome these weaknesses*C15)
Vocational training is seldom, and only agreed upon by the
employers, when severe upsets occur and the possibility to
dismiss employees does not exist because of agreements;

(Tripartite Agreements or agreements with the unions)
or political personal relations of the person,

40. Africanization thus appears to be a political issue
used to gain personal advantages, for instance to get a persoi

into an economically and socially beneficial position without
much care about his/her oualifications
in the job. The same - i
and racialism against the Asian and Arabic minority.

3b. Some Aspects of imperialistic exploitation concerning

'orAdz-tivJ JL ,d J

According to the latest available report of the Eegistrar
il for 1969 there were 6932 locally incorporated compa¬

nies in Kenya ( 1966: 5910 ) of which 393 (1966:326) were

public. At the end of 1969 the number of foreign firms stood
at 729 (1966: 676) (16).
42. Although these overall figures seem to show that the

portion of foreign firms operating in Kenya is only about 10

per cent, an analysis of single sectors would show that they
are dominated and controlled by foreign firms up to 80 or

90% through shareholding and contracts. In the Chemical and
Non-Metallic Industry, for instance, out of a total of 56
firms which I am going to examine, 32 are direct subsidiaries
cf European, Japanese and US-American firms, 14 are local -
most working as subcontractors of international firms - and
relations and linkages
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f ' c.bis until no-:/. As applies "to Africanization of employed
staffs the same tendency is in force concerning the ownership
of businesses• But taking into account which businesses are

started by Europeans, Asians and Africans, and looking at
who holds the biggest share in joined ventures, no doubt exists,
that international capital control the production, and not
the local ones. Among the companies newly registered in 1969
14% were owned by Europeans (1969• 20$), 37$ by Asians (i960:
30$) 28$ by Africans (1968: 27% an 21$ by two persons or more

communal "groups ( 1968: 21$ ) ( 17 ) •

43. These figures clearly show that the vast majority of
business firms in Kenya are privately owned, and without any

obligation to tell the public about their activities besides
what they ./ant to tell. And of course there is no provision
to direct national production according to national needs
through the government besides those which are used by other
capitalistic countries like taxation, write-off terms allowances
and subsidies. The National Development Plan is more like an

advertising brochure to invite investment by giving a variety
of desirable projects than an analytical account of the exis¬

ting economy with the perspective to reach at a planned and
proportionally developing economy.

44. And so the situation of whole sectors or firms differ
a lot, from one another concerning profitability, increase of
productivity, wages and terms of services for their employees.
45• Foreign firms are said to expect "an annual 20 per

cent return on their capital, with a good chance of more";
whereas in the U.S.A. and EEC they accept 10-15$. 17b Although
there are no sources available to see whether foreign firms
reach this margin, one can be suite sure that they do, other¬
wise they won't invest. Differences of net profits between
several sectors were calculated a few yea.rs ago as : -

Plantations 10 per cent

Breweries 20 per cent or more
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Motora 10 per cent or more

Road Transport 10 per cent
Miscellaneous
namufacturing IS per cent (18)

45. The last given figures, however only describe the un¬

even development in the so-calledmodern sector. They don't
say anything about the subsistence farmers who sink into

poverty by raising prizes for seeds and rising taxes. Nor do
they show how whole regions become under-developed, not
only because no capital is invested, but also because the last
bitI • is extracted. The best-abled men leave their home areas

to earn their living in the "centres" of the nation. The
town businessmen normally don't invest their accumulated
money in their local business, but in businesses in the
developed regions they are more profitable than in the loss
developed, '//here naturalhindrances are so strong as ' in the
North-Eastern province of Kenya the population faces the danger
to be kept out of any further social development, because
nothing is invested to bring their living and producing stan¬
dards to a more advanced level. On the contrary, caused by
the advancement of the society in other parts of the country,
they even loose their tradional trade partners. Their pers¬

pective: living, muscal relics kept for the display in front
of curious tourists, or recipients of welfare work.
47» Many books and articles have already been written about
this economic situation, ,often called as "dual economy".
This term, however, is imprecise, in as far rs " t
does not express, that underdevelopment is caused by develop¬
ment, as well as development by underdevelopment perpetuating
one another as long as capitalism exists.

48. The most important incentive underdevelopment gives
to development is the possibility for the so called developed
countries do underestimate the value of national labour in

the so called developing countries. (19) -Although to a wide
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extent this is nothing else than a fraud. Mechanisms to

keep it working in Kenya are the following.
1. Policy of low wages cor Kenyan workers and high wages

for expatriates. Of course wages for African workers are

higher in cash-terms in the sixties than they were in the
fifties. But this does not necessarily mean that they are

better in real terms. The costs of living got up remarkably
and a survey made for Nairobi in 1968 shows that the average

earnings of an urban worker was increased by 10% between'
I960 and 1966, while the costs of living increased by 1455.(20)
Figures published by the IL0 in 1971 describe an even less
favorable development. According to this publication consumer

prices in Nairobi went up between 1963 (-100) to 112.8 in
I97O for general costs. For food the corresponding index
is 1963 {-100) and 11Ó.3 in 1970 (2l:) The same source gives
corresponding figures of consumer prices for Europeans living
in Nairobi. Thus correctly reflecting that there is
cut distinction of the consumer markets for expatriates and

Kenyans. The index for consumer prices in general on this
market rose from 100 in 1963 to 124*5 in 1970, for food from
in I963 to 125.4 in 1970.(22) This differences of the pur¬

chasing power gives hint to the great differences of wages

and salaries, '.'/hereas a manual worker generally spoken
gets a wage Just about what he needs for the simple day to

day regeneration of his labour force, (23) -a clerk normally
gets enough either to save some money or at least afford long
time consumer goods (T.V., car). Expatriates however, are

paid far in excess of this, and normally mere than what they
would get in a comparable position in their home country.
That is to cay, they are not only paid above the Kenya salary
level, hut also above the level paid in industry in the métro¬
poles. The wages and salaries paid by East African Cargo

Handling Services Ltd. in Mombasa may serve as an example.
Dockworker (monthly) Alô.75 She.
Over ten years
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Office messenger 1 4-03.15 She.
motor bofe drive 577.05 "

clerks (operational)
Group. A 1332.60 - II4.3O She.
Group B 1093.40 - 904.IO »
Group C 895.30 - 720.60 (24)
In the sano firm a management "consultant" from Groat Britain,
working there for 22 years, earns a monthly salary of about
She.4,000 plus house allowances, plus allowances for the
school education for his children paid by the Kenya Government

plus some thousand English Pounds por annum paid by the
British Government on an account in UK. and an expected

pension of 2400 per month (25) But such extreme income diver¬
gences not only exist vertically within the firms, but also
between firms in the same industry and industries. .'Jhile a

regular male labourer in agriculture gained llOShs per month
in 1966, his colleague in the chemical industry get 258 Shs.
in the food processing 235 Shs. and in overall manufacturing
2Ó0 Shs. (26)
49. Another means "to underestimate and exploit Kenya's labou
force isi-

2. The choice of technology.
First of all, up to now hardly any technical research and
development is done in Kenya. Research carried out by private
firms i3 conducted in the mother firms, bringing bach only
the results, mostly already in the form of finished or semi¬
finished goods. Secondly, as far as machinery is concerned,
it is developed according to the needs of the highly indust¬
rialised countries, i.e. with a high degree of automation
and labour-saving effect. To this choice of technology the

wage-employed labour force in Kenya remained stable at about
6000 000 since 1963, whereas the Gross Product at Factor Costs
of the Monetary Economy rose at a rate of 7.4$ per annum

between 1964 and i960. (27) The impression I got
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views and visits to firms of the chenical industry is that
the increase out put and productivity is more caused by an

intensivei use. of labour, especially overtime a;orh, than

by the use of more productive machinery. Bearing in mind
that the number of registered unemployed is still higher than
that of the employed in the modern sector, the pressure for
the employed to a/or!: efficiently is strong because of the
G COD)G"0 Í"G10H. from those who are looking for jobs , in particular
than when the employed work as casual, still a favoured way

of employing workers in industr■y. And although casual employ-
ment is very common for Kenya's industrial workers and nearly
no provision is made for old ago pensions, the puit rate
of manual workers is less than one per cent. ( 28)

So foreign firms in Kenya still exploit their workers
by extensive means in contrast to the more intensive means

in the métropoles to get tieir profits, the greatest part of
which they transfer abroad, to their mother companies bringing
them back in the form of an advanced technology which either

aggravates the unemployment problem or forces the workers
to handle a machinery strange and alien to them.
L. Trade Unions' Policy: a safeguard -for a national, devei;

ment ?

50. Since they wore formed, Kenya's trade unions suffered
from the allegation by the government and the employers to
be too much political-minded. Although this is more an

expression of fear about the political potential trade unions
as organisations of the productive labour force represent
than a real threat by the actual labour movement, there -were

some party-political involvements of trade unionists in the
past who joined KPU, an opposition party to KANU, which aimed
at an revision of the followed development strategy after
independence.' On the other side, there are unionists who

.r trade union position as a spring-board for a

:areer and thus are not much interested to oppose
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governmental policy. (29) Although disputes between the two
rival groups withing the labour movement often are reduced
to more personal-tribalistic controversies - easily noticeable
during the last COTU-elections of April 15, 1972 on which
validity the Trade Unions Tribunal still lias to decide -

the underlying conflict is whether the movement should follow
a more independent and self-conscious way of representing
workers' interests or a policy which acknowledges without
major objections governmental decisions concerning the
situation of the workers.

Despite the fact that there exist .great differences
between the unions in regard of membership, organisational
activities and financial strength which are closely connected
with the situation of the industry they have to work in all
of them show a tendency to underestimate the "danger for the

working class to be integrated in the existing class society
by a refined method of the employers with assistance from
the government to create a portion of workers which are

better off than the majority of the proletariat active or

in the industrial labour reserve and so forming a "verburger-
lichte" labour aristocracy and a spearhead against any unani¬
mous workers' policy a problem most of the unions in the capi¬
talistic métropoles are facing.

Fortunately, there are counteracting activities at
least in some of the unions. For instance, claims to increase
low yages by a higher percentage than high wages, or demands
to limit overtime work as well as making manual labour
safer for the workers by asking for better training. Some
unions even try to discuss the situation of the whole industry

the
they are working in to get a clear picture oz/_ complex social,
institutional and technical situation the producing process

presents they are involved in.

COTU, too,, organised some seminars dealing with wages

and income policy, workers participation in management, and
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trade unions' participation in Economie Planning; and Develop¬
ment , Bub "the outcome seems to have remained uo in the

clouds. No attempt was made until no*j to popularise those

problems among rank-and-file-merabers,
This however, is not only due to mere negligence of

in office, but to limitations set by the
■ituation in the country to avoid public

discussions about alternative national development strategies.
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